
North Carolina 
DAY Eighty-Nine  Merchant Millpond SP to  Bell’s Island Cg Currituck NC  86 km 

Nov 6Tuesday  D86.23 km   M32.3  A18.7  T4h36  A8h  total  7161.4km 
Wind   Ken noted & he is right that because the trees are so so tall the wind isn’t a factor.  Wind from the north so cold 
Temp  warm night…the wind came up from the south and brought warm air. 15C in tent 
Road Condition  Good  we were on 158 hwy to get back on route… not much of a shoulder, but most cars good to us 
road surface new for much of the day 
Food:  Breakfast   fruit   then a coffee stop[due to raining] at Peggy’s Country Café  in Morgans corner…for 
pancakes/eggs Ken/ French toast for me   Nice people and the food was decent 
 Lunch  picnic lunch at Sligo where there was supposed to be a restaurant/groceries but no more! 
 Supper   Well we didn’t have much luck with a grocery store on todays route so Ritz crackers/cheese; 
tomatoes, cucumber, avocado salad; carrots; English muffins with pb and jam  sort of a hodge podge of stuff we had 
Accommodation:   Bell’s Island CG is a gorgeous 
location for yearly users right on the North Landing River 
as it goes into the Atlantic Ocean… the wash houses for 
us lowly tenters are cinder block unheated with flush 
toilets  and cold water shower outside!  Ken shaved in 
cold water, but I think I will Fabreeze my armpits and call 
it a day!  The temp is ~55F and the river feels about the 
same temp!  There is no one here, but lots of caravans 
being used as cabins… we would rent one if they did such 
a thing!  $20 is much over priced for the service but what 
can you do. 

  
Overall  The frogs were crocking when I awoke  at 0530.  It was amazingly dark and quiet.   We got up early to hit the 
road once more at first light… so off at 0700.  Amazingly the farmers were already out in their fields.  The rain started 
about 8am and drizzled for maybe 1 ½ hrs then we had a cloudy day until into camp and the sky cleared.  We are at the 
start of what they call the “Outer Banks” and were hoping for nice weather so we could spend a few days off  along the 
Atlantic Ocean. 

    
The guns are sounding already again tonight… we saw 4 deer, 4 raccoons, 2 fox and numerous other dead life on the 
road before noon…. It would be interesting to see how many families they could feed if the deer meat was harvested 
instead of left in the ditch… we are seeing only a fraction of the number that die I’m sure.  This Goose was so sassy 
and I think hiding from the hunters at a rest stop!  He just strutted around as if he ran the place!   Ruritan ? is what? 



 
Oh yeah…. The Kelly kettle isn’t broken after my trying to burst it… my face peeled after looking a little like a 
raccoon on one side for a week [bruised and scorched].   

       
 
Noted that they always say Canadians say “hey”  well they say “Mu-huh”  and “yes Mam”  both white and black. 

 
fisherman along the way…. They really like to fish. 
 



   
DAY Ninety  Bell’s Island Cg Currituck NC to Kitty Hawk NC  68 km 

Nov 7  Wednesday  D88.63 km   M41.2  A18.2  T3h43  A5h  total  7250.1km 
 
Wind   At our backs from the NORTH… so cold 
Temp  Well we were warm but it got to 0C and the grass was covered in frost! 
Road Condition  Good  with 158 having a shoulder all the time 
 

 

Food:  Breakfast   I wolfed down my apple and we headed off at 0645h at 
first light 
Lunch  Not many restaurants along the start of the day but were to Kitty Hawk 
by 1300  had a great lunch in a café on the ocean [the building had been the 
telegraph office when the Wright brothers sent the messages about the first 
flights they took here in 1903  Had a short walk on the ocean. 

 
Supper   Used the oven in our room for pizza

  
Accommodation:   Adventure Bound Campground and hostel:  interesting we headed out for the campground with 
the idea to stop and check on the hostel… turned out they were one in the same.  Ken was cold and wanted to stay 
inside so here we are… $60. gets you the family room…. So for us only.  It is a studio apartment in essence with small 
kitchen , bathroom and 2 bunks… one with a double down.  It’s  okay and location is good.  Seems they have full time 
people in all the other rooms.  It was the school [grade 1-12] in Kitty Hawk in 1950’s.  The Mayors wife is in a 
graduating class picture the manager had to show us.  The camping would have been good except expected to be 0C 
again tonight.  No Wifi 
Overall:  Good day  started off cold… I had on 4 layers on the top and my sweatpants over my shorts and riding pants, 
but took those off before we started off.  I never thought I would need to wear long underwear to cycle!  Not quite, but 
might if this keeps up.     
The route was good.  Our intent is to go all the way down “The outer Banks” which is all the islands connected by 
ferries or cosways.   The bridge to Kitty Hawk was an experience.  There is no shoulder on the south bound side so we 
were advised to go on the north bound side facing the traffic as it had a large shoulder… only thing was the entrance to 
it was very narrow…. As usual things are not well marked… there was a bike path for us to leave the bridge which 
went on to our route.   
 



   
 

 
 

BEACH BUMS



  
You can see the roof peeking out is the same building that 
the Wright Brothers sent their telegram from after the first 
Airplane flights.  
 
This was now the Pelican Restaurant. 
 

 

 Sandy streets in Kitty Hawk 



  
We went to the Wright Brothers memorial and National Park area… we had seen most of it at the Smithsonian, but 
enjoyed this too.  It was interesting that the brothers sewed the cloth for the wing covers on a treddle sewing machine! 
Also we learned as kids that it was at Kitty Hawk, NC but in fact at Kill Devil Hills and they are sure to correct you 
about that.  It is sure windy here so I can see how they chose this spot. 
 

  



DAY Ninety-One  Kitty Hawk NC to Avon [Kinnakeet] 99.43km 
Nov 8  Thursday  D99.43 km   M43.9  A20.4  T4h51  A6h  total  7349.5km 

 
Wind   At our backs from the NORTH… so cold when we stop 
Temp  Warmer overnight of course we were indoors….. 8C on leaving at 0700   12C later in the day… never really hot 
Road Condition  Good  with 12  having a shoulder all the time  Really flat  Sand blown over the road at one point!  
Young flagman said it keeps most of North Carolina employed keeping the sand off these roads!  I ment to mention the 
roads “glitter” as if  covered with glass, but it is the rocks they use. 
Food:  Breakfast   Just our usual: apples, yogurt and toast with jam as we had a toaster! 
 Lunch  Restauants closing so couldn’t find one open… stopped at a Fishing shop that advertised sandwiches… 
pre made  with meats for fishermen!  Ate on his sidewalk our PB and Jelly sands 
 Supper    nice Sicilian restaurant was open in Avon… family shop  had good catteloni /Ken had cheese ravioli 
Accommodation  Sands of Time CG  open all year.  Lots of people traveling thru to the south and here for fishing. 
Overall:  We left the hostel at Kitty Hawk at 0645.  We set off along Hwy 12 which is really flat like going along the 
headge rows in England.  Cannt see the ocean which is on one side nor the bay on the other for the sand dunes.  We did 
have a high average speed at 20.4 due to the wind and  flat road. 

 
someone had fun making this Sand Castle! 

We were stopped twice for grading the road… sand removal.  I spoke to the fellow “signing” and he said this is one 
occurance in many that keeps a lot of people in North Carolina employed… I was telling him that we have snow sheds 
and they could put in a tunnel at this spot that keeps getting covered with sand.. 4 feet of sand with the last winds… it’s 
like a “slide” in the winter… entirely closes the road. 

   



 

 
 
The bridge was scarey!  It was 3 miles long!   No other description for it… No shoulder really and the cars didn’t think 
they should move over.  It wasn’t too bad until the arched area.  There were guys out in the ocean in hip waiters… 
fishing! 

 
these pictures don’t do it justice!   It was really scarey! 



Just another graveyard along the side of the road past the bridge.  

 
It’s all about the view! 
If a house is built in front of you , just build a higher deck… we 
even saw some with another deck higher than these. 

 
All the buildings, houses, etc are raised up on 
stilts.  The ones in Kitty Hawk are unpainted, 
sun bleached and not too fancy… as you go 
south they became fancier and painted bright 
colors… more condos  All for rent by the week 
At Waves there were 2 campgrounds  a KOA 
wanted $40 + tax  for us to set up a pup tent!  
And a Good Sam the same… and it’s the 
shoulder season  Found a place for $26 but 
decided to go on as no restaurants or groceries 
close by. 

 
The town of Avon is interesting.  It was called Kinakeet but they couldn’t agree on the spelling so changed the name to 
Avon!  Go figure… pretty drastically different names.  There are lots of things including the water tower  with the 
Kinakeet name on them.  We found the Campground after going to the grocery and phoning as the locals didn’t know 
where it was… in a town of maybe 200 locals… it is kind of like Big White in the summer time… everything closed 
down… like a ghost town. 

 



   

   
 

 

 
The sand on the beach is silky soft and  
fine.  We saw the Kites of wind surfers 
over the Dunes… if the weather is 
good we may stay here a day and go 
out and watch them.  
 
 
There was a Wildlife sanctuary with all 
kinds of water fowl… these are Snow 
geese I think…. They even have the 
ones Dan counts…. Oh now I cann’t 
remember the name… didn’t get a pic



DAY Ninety-Two  Avon [Kinnakeet] to  Okracoke     62.66 km 
Nov 9  Friday  D62.66 km   M 24.2    A15.8 T4h  A4.5h  total  7412.2km 

 
Wind   North west cold wind but it was behind us most of the day 
Temp  8C  cloudy  got up to 10C so not down to shirt sleeves today… in fact I wore my long underwear shirt! 
Road Condition  good shoulder on 12 all day 
Food:  Breakfast  at a quick breakfast and left by 0730 …40 min later Ken needed pancakes! 
 Lunch  PB/J sands on the ferry which is really small, fast and holds only 20+ vehicles on one open deck 
 Supper   Went out for a nice curry meal at the Flying Melon?? And a bottle of Red… from Calafornia 
Accommodation  Teeters CG…. Nice treed spot with a table… bathrooms okay nothing a little bleach wouldn’t fix.  
They give pony rides… so 5 or 6 horses at the end of the campsite in stalls.  Lots of dogs but not a bother. 
Overall  Decided to head off in search of warmer places…. Both of us 
would have flown home today if we could have… but not an option so we 
set off from Avon to Buxton  we took a detour to see the Cape Hatteras 
Lighthouse which was closed for walking up to the lights, but walked about 
the grounds. It is “unmanned” now, runs on auto,  so the National Parks look 
after the grounds, etc and charge a fee to go up the stairs [$7] but it was 
closed. 
Then on to …. Frisco…. And  Hatteras     The stilt houses changed to condos 
and fancier homes with 2 story carports 

   
 
We went over the Hatteras Ferry to Ocracoke island… the ferry man said “this is the last free thing in America” when I 
asked the cost…. It was a very small single deck fast ferry that loaded the 10 cars and us and then turned on a dime in a 
circle to start out of port… 40 minutes later we docked and off again on a narrow spit of land for 14miles to Ocracoke.  
The National Park campsite is closed so we went on to the town… there are to sites… one at the  General Store  which 
was $29 +tax for a tent no services so we went over to Teeters CG off the main hiway… mostly yearly users but at $20 
flat rate it was a better choice…. There is a wedding in town tomorrow so tonight is party time.  

 



 
This is a newer development at the Nags Head Ferry 
 
Definitely a great ride Flat,  smooth road surface, and the wind at our backs. 
 
Oh I guess I have to mention that  after setting up our tent and heading off for grub and an internet café, Ken got a flat 
tire just as we left the campsite…. Another piece of glass.  We were just saying a flat tire was well over due last was 
mine 17 days ago in Duncanon. The streets are littered with glass so we have been surprised at the few flats we have 
had.  We are hoping our tires make it to Tallahassee! 

     
someone out Kite surfing 
   
We spoke to a woman at least my age and she gave up cycle touring for kite surfing as it is easier on her body! 
 



      
these little hitch carriers are really neat… hold the fishing rods and a cooler for the fish or maybe the beer? 
  

 
 
there is quite a story about these poneys… they were wild.. thought to be left on the Islands by ship wrecks during the 
colonial times… they are different that other horses… physically, something about less ribs and different shape than 
other horses.   Anyways when they developed the roads thru the Outer Banks they decided that they needed to corral 
these horses to protect them from the cars… Go figure.  Anyways now the Parks department care for them ,feed them 
etc.  Since 1969!  So they are obviously breeding them too.  Only in the USA. 
 
 
 



DAY Ninety-Three  Okracoke     20 km  walking 
Nov 10  Saturday  Dkm   M     A      Th  Ah  total  7412.2km 

 
Wind   windy all day but who cares we are walking 
Temp  never did get very warm… rained lightly most of the night, but sunny on and off thru the day 
Road Condition  We  could have biked about town, but chose to walk 
Food:  Breakfast  had our usual 
 Lunch  went out to a nice café…. The Pony café.. for pancakes… I did a dumb thing and had a cheese 
omelet… looking to boost my protein, but just put bad food on top of bad food 
 Supper   on the beach… a picnic in the wind and blowing sand 
Accommodation  Noisy ++ when the wedding party goers came home about…. 11pm 
Overall   Well both Ken and I got a gut ach in the night… can coconut milk be bad?  That’s what is in curry I think… 
we both ate the same and we were both  having night sweats and stomach pains…. So it’s not menopause!   
We walked and walked to the ferry port and over to the Ocracoke Lighthouse and then about 5km to the beach and 
back.  It felt good just to be on our feet instead of pushing the pedals.  This town is really a lot neater than the others… 
more local population with lots and lots of shops with local jewelry, art, shells, t shirts and regular rubber tomahawk 
stuff but a bit upscale. Some are closed up already, some had 50% off sales and most are closing right after 
Thanksgiving Day  Nov 23 
 
 Still is interesting to me that grave yards are tucked in just here and there with maybe 2 maybe 10 stones of the same  
family… in an ally or between  two houses.  They are well kept and visited as there are flowers and plastic wreaths etc. 
 
Also a British Cemetary with just a few markers but a long list of men lost in a submarine that went down off this 
harbor and only 3 bodies recovered.  This cemetery is looked after  by Britian. 
 
 

Disappointed once again that the light house was not open to go up inside and the light keepers home is a private 
residence now. 



  

 



 
 

  
The cute town of Okracoke is full of little shops renting bikes to making slushes.  It amazed us that they were so bike 
unfriendly.  The second night we had gone out for diner with our bikes and rode back in the dark and that was the first 
time we saw any bikes out and about… all of us with out lights on!  On a side street that was really dark.. but our 
reflectors gave us away! 

 
 
 



The beach is so neat it just goes on and on.  The cars… trucks are on the beach and they are fishing or just walking. 
Lots of signs to watch out for “rip tides” and how to swim out of one…. No chance of a swim at   this temperature.  
Would have liked to just sit and read my book there by the crashing waves, but the sand was blowing down the beach 
and covering us even as we sat and ate our picnic…. Another place to come back to some day in the Summer time. 

 
 

 
I do love the beach! 



The sand was so so soft but had not a bit of warmth to it! 
 

 Just hanging out 



DAY Ninety-Four   Okracoke  to Morehead City   90.58 km  +23m ferry ride 
Nov 11  Sunday  D 90.58 km   M 38    A  17.6    T5h7  A9h  total  7502.8km 

 
Wind   north west wind  hampered us at times but mostly a bit cold 
Temp  overnight was 5C then by noon 59F (14C) but cooled down rapidly to 8C by 5pm 
Road Condition  road surface great, no shoulder on 70  but double lane a lot of the way The bridge in between 
Beaufort and Morehead  had a small shoulder and I was really glad it was Sunday… I don’t know if we saved any 
milage by going off route thru the 2 cities but it looked shorter on the NC map  We are really hoping that South 
Carolina drivers will be more bike courteous… they have “Share the road” signs but  we were run off the road once 
today as a camper either didn’t see us or just was a jerk… Third eye mirrors are a must! 
Food:  Breakfast  Well I don’t think I can count eating breakfast as I “woffed my cookies” so to speak on the ferry 
ride as it was windy rough waters and the ship was rocking and rolling… and anyone that knows me I get “car sick” 
 Lunch  picnic @ Stacy in the School House Park beside the Fire Station 
 Supper   Another “picnic” in the laundry room of the CG as no restaurant in site! 
Accommodation  Whispering Pines Good Sam CG… cost unsure at this time {never did see anyone so put $20 in an 
envelop thru the mail slot… I didn’t think a tent would be the $39. that a caravan was to be. 
Overall  Well a pretty good day after a  poor start.  We set off at 0630 to catch the 0700 ferry Ocracoke to Cedar Island 
a 2 1/4h ferry ride only running 4 times a day at this time of year.  It was a single deck ferry but a bit bigger than the 
others we have been on… it was really windy and we took our breakfast into the lounge as they serve no food but 
coffee…. Wasn’t but minutes and I wished I had not eaten.  I would think I might have outgrown motion sickness by 
56 years of age!  NOT!!  Anyways It was really cold out on the deck and no land in sight all ways around… not like 
taking the Victoria ferry … much smaller and no islands. 

 
We followed the Adventure Cycle map G and H  so after the ferry ride we headed for Stacy then Davis and Williston, 
Smyrna and Otway… all that way and no restaurants  a couple of small groceries and NO WASHROOMS!!  The gas 
stations don’t seem to have public washrooms even for  customers…. So as it was Sunday,  We stopped at a 
Pentacostal Church just as it was coming out of service…. The parishioners all thought we had been in the service and 
thanked us so much for choosing their church!  Very friendly and I wished we had been there in time to go to the 
service as they were singing after and it was really great….  A few miles down the road we were stopped at a shop 



getting a few snacks and a couple of guys said to Ken…. “It was so nice to see you in church today”… we had a good 
laugh about it Sooo… don’t use the bathroom at Churches! 
 
 
“As I get older…. Life just seems to get better and more precious”… That’s my wisdom for this Remembrance Day 
That and what Jessie says…. “I stink therefore I am”   doing our laundry now.  
 
We were able to reach our friends in Tallahassee by phone so all is arranged for our last few days, and a Greyhound to 
Tampa… this cued us to check on our plane flights…. Ah… they have changed!  We are now leaving at 0645 which 
gets us home earlier, but no rest for the wicked I guess.. we will be up early to get to the airport. 
 
We are both still really enjoying the cycling and the people we meet along the way. We have had offers of extra 
blankets for overnight, home stays for farther along… just nice people.  They all say the drivers down here are really 
bad!  I don’t think I have seen so many fisherman in my whole life.  They are at every little stream and some of the 
streams look pretty bad…  There were a group of 4 fellows reminded me of my brother Jim and his buddies, they come 
down here every year… meet up and fish for a week… you can only keep 1 each of I cann’t remember the type of fish 
so they are catch and releasing and having a great time… they did catch a cooler full of trout, sea bass and flounder  

 



  Passing Ferry 

  Ken liked the ferry “birds” 

 
 



I really hate these bridges… no shoulder and very bike unfriendly drivers 
 



DAY Ninety-Five   Morehead City to Surf City  91.93 km 
Nov 12  Monday  D 91.93 km   M40.2     A   16.8   T5h15  A9h  total 7591.2 km 

 
Wind   southwest wind and we went a lot that way at end of the day 
Temp  COLD 0C at 0630…. Ken had frost.. or ice on his bike seat this morning… not his seat!  Got up to 25C which 
was really nice and it isn’t as cool this evening 
Road Condition  hwy 24 not much shoulder which sometimes is worse as they think you have enough room  Hwy 172 
thru Camp Lejeune Marine Base had no shoulder and they were driving way too fast 
Food:  Breakfast  was way too cold at the CG so went to the Service Station so Ken could get his caffeine fix!  The 
attendant was really nice and didn’t mind us loitering until our fingers and toes warmed up! 
 Lunch  Tom Dooley Café…. Finally a baked potato and salad… Ken had steamed veggies and salad… & apple 
pie!  Both were good and the service was great   I am really getting tired of restaurants… looking forward to 
COOKING with more than a couple of ingredients and with SPICES!  And homemade bread! 
 Supper   we used the microwave here at the campground as no restaurant close by  had a neat can of veggies… 
corn, soya beans, peppers, onions with tomato sauce… very yummy 
Accommodation  Well I think this is our 4th Good Sam CG so we decided to join up as she told us about a special $12 
membership for the first year…. I don’t know why the other places didn’t tell us that….Anyways we can use it next 
spring… takes 10% off the camp fee.  Lanier’s CG is very nice $18 [with membership] the pool is closed, but okay 
washhouse, wifi, tables inside and use of the microwave.  Has a games room and laundry etc too.  Incredibly big site 
with 400 permanent caravans.  They are in the process of opening another site in this area also.  They are selling lots 
for $60,000. for an RV site free title on one piece of property across the road.  The sites are a good size and lots have 
add ons, but she said they can no longer build on porches as that is what is the worst cleanup if a storm hits. 
 

 
Overall  Very nice day.  We started off with a little more traffic than usual due to a little more populated here and it’s 
Monday. We got to the Hwy 172 turn off and there was a sign saying only military access to the base.  We asked 
around at the service stations and got conflicting answers as to if a cyclist was allowed to go thru.  One fellow told us to 
phone the PMO so we did 451-2557 after some difficulty getting the phone number.  We were given the go ahead so 



set off for the gate.  When we got there the “Watch Commander”  at the gate was not happy to let us pass… Ken didn’t 
get the name of the person he spoke to so they spend a while trying to locate the person who gave us the go ahead… in 
the end he let us go thru… I wasn’t really sure I wanted to anymore…. No stopping… don’t leave the road and “he 
would have us watched” to make sure we went straight thru   the 32km.  Some interesting things we did see… I didn’t 
take any pictures as I wasn’t sure if I was being watched…  written on the road surface  TANK  CROSSING  numerous 
times;  we did hear rifle fire and a tank was going along beside us at one point;  mostly just riding along past forested 
areas with labels as tactical uses…. TLZ areas,  some funny looking structures looking like stage props … buildings 
without roofs or just fronts.  This is a training base for all types of Marines.  We will contact Adventure cycle and let 
them know an update should be attached to the maps to say that 1. you could get a pass from some information booth… 
but the fellow couldn’t tell me where it was located    2. phone the PMO office… get the person’s name and if arrange 
early get a written confirmation of permission to cross the base  It would have been maybe 25km longer to go around 
plus be on a very busy hiway. 

 
 
Once thru we went over a huge bridge… they must need to be high enough for a “Tall ship mast” as they seem to go 
straight up and then down… I didn’t get a picture as no shoulder and lots of cars.  Another interesting thing was the 
area leading up to the bridge was “flooded” in the weirdest way… sort of like a pattern with little green islands with 
trees on them with canals in a maze… I will look for a picture… it was a “turtle refuge”.  The area along the shore on 
Hwy 210 to Surf City is all houses… empty houses tha t are rentals but not like farther up the outer banks… no 
restaurants… once we got to Surf City there are restaurants, groceries, and rubber tomahawk stores +++ 
 
A note about groceries… the FOOD LION is the largest chain store we have been seeing all thru NC but prior that we 
have “joined”  8 other stores so you get the “best” price which can be a considerable amount…  Albertsons, Kroger, 
Giant Eagle, Shop’n save Perks, Weis, Club Fresh, Giant, and Breeze so far…. Just plain stupid.  I just ask to join, get a 
card so why bother just give everyone who comes in the special price. They don’t care that I don’t live here… you 
would accumulate points like with Super Store and get further savings, but I don’t care about that… lets see how much 
junk mail I get via snail mail when I get home…These are not “credit cards”  we would save maybe $2- $3 each time 
we shop [daily] on maybe $15 in groceries so worth the inconvenience of filling out for the card.  Ken is wondering if 
he might be starving to death without knowing it…. He said it “cann’t be normal to feel all your ribs sticking out!”  He 
really is getting thin like the “boy” I once knew! 
 
Smoking…. They all seem to do it!  Anywhere  anytime and much cheaper than home… ~3.00 a pack.  They do ask for 
ID from young people… must be 18 to buy tobacco products.  The only place we have seen it restricted is on the ferries 
and so everyone stayed in their cars where they could smoke. So with smoking comes the “butts”  Disgusting…. 
Littered everywhere… some of the campgrounds you cann’t see the ground.  Someone has come up with a funny 
looking thing we see at the entrance to say the grocery [where they cann’t smoke] It is like a plant pot with a tall skinny 
neck with a hole in it for the cigarette to be put down… we think filled with sand… often smoke is emitting from the 
hole so they must stay lit at times.  Who ever is maintaining these is probably making a good living as the places that 
have them there definitely are less butts on the ground.  We still haven’t seen tobacco growing. 
 



DAY Ninety-Six  Surf City to Carolina Beach 91.97km 
Nov 13 Tuesday  D91.97  km   M 30.1    A  15.6    T5h52  A7h  total7683.2 km 

 
Wind   into a brisk warm south wind everytime we were turned south which was most of the day 
Temp  not so cold in am… up 0630 packed;  very warm by afternoon +25C;  beautiful warm evening just too short 
Road Condition  very busy with poor shoulders on hwy 17  Inland on 210 not so bad; Wilmington very bad.. 
Adventure Cycle needs an update as huge overpasses changed route… follow posted route 3 if anyone is following us. 
Food:  Breakfast  On the lovely deck at Surf City then Ken repeated a mini pancake meal at Hardees [just a note that 
this is the 3rd time we have had BC apples… I was not buying them as like to support local and then decided I should 
support our fruit industry and they are 50C a pound cheaper! 
 Lunch  picnic lunch by the Cape Fear River in Wilmington with school children chasing the pigeons 
 Supper  at the CG Fire Ban so used my new water boiler and had hot soup, sands and coleslaw Ken cann’t eat 
enough poor boy! 
Accommodation  Carolina Beach State Park…. Very nice. We stopped at the first CG… Riverside[on River Rd]…. 
Has pit bulls barking and snarling at the office, very dark and run down  $15 with power so went on to Carolina Family 
PVA CG but they have an intercom system that leaves somewhat to be desired [also run down looking and in the bush 
for $22 no power] so we continued over the bridge to Carolina Beach SP on the Cape Fear River $15 no power but  hot 
showers [not very private] and power in the washhouse if needed  They lock the gate at 1800 at this time of year so if 
one went to town for supper you would have to walk in a considerable distance.  
Overall  Had to wait until 8am to get back our key deposit for the gate/washhouse which wasn’t much of an 
inconvenience.  A little warmer this morning.  Arrived in good time to Wilmington, but for the size of the city it has a 
terrible road system [which we had been warned about].  The route map we had is out of date so we ended up at a dead 
end into a divided freeway.  We ran across and intended to cycle back the on ramp, but to to scary with everyone 
cutting into the shoulder so made a better choice to go back to the first exit [McRae St]  If we had followed the cycle 
route 3 signs we would have been better off, but anyways got onto 4th street and it was an easy cycle into down town 
which has a board walk along the river which is all funky shops and cafes and restored buildings.  Lots of big boats on 
the river which is a porte. Stayed on the Water St all the way out of town and then rejoined Adventure Cycle route. 
 
I had burnt out my mini coffee cup boiler… making soup  a week or so ago and have been searching for another… 
ACE hardware $7.  but well worth it.  Note:  they can heat other than water, but one must make sure nothing sticks to 
the coil or it will not be able to dissipate the heat and  poof…. Burt out!  Not exactly technical but I think one can get 
the picture! 
 

     as if!! 
These incredible “grasses” have been all along the way in North Carolina 
 



 



 

 

shipping port…. Hope these are not ‘date specific ‘ goods



DAY Ninety-Seven  Carolina Beach    REST DAY 26.86  km 
Nov 14  Wednesday  D26.86 km   M  25.4   A  10.7    T2h29  All day  total  7713.68 km 

 
Wind   None 
Temp  hot overnight  =10C  up to 25C on the beach 
Road Condition  just about town 
Food:  Breakfast  light fair at CG 
 Lunch  could not find a restaurant open at lunch to take our money so bought sandwich stuff  
 Supper  restaurant opened at 3pm…. Mexican… very good 
Accommodation  Decided to stay a rest day at Carolina SP as we are still 2 days ahead of our schedule. 

Bike Tires needed to meet the Atlantic Ocean 

   



Overall  A fun day just kicking back… went off on our bikes first thing to find the beach boardwalk.  Road all over 
town. No real board walk but lots of beach with deep soft fine sand. Planned to eat out but no breakfast spots open so 
after a lunch back at the state park we headed back to the beach for maybe a swim.  Road down to Freeman Park… 
wish we had known about this before we stayed in the State Park… you can camp on the beach for free… you only pay 
$10 per day to take a 4 wheel drive vehicle on the sand.  You couldn’t take a heavy camper, but tents great.  We were 
already set up at the park so just spent the afternoon.  Both waded in the ocean… not really cold but uncertain of the 
area and knowone else in… they think it’s winter! This beach is run by the Town by the police so they patrol it all day 
and night. The police chief told us it is very safe… maybe we can spread the word to other cyclists.  They have port a 
John’s on the beach and wash house with  showers ? hot water at the entrance… would have been nice with the 
crashing waves.  We spoke to one fellow that was staying there for the month before he got possession of his house.  It 
is very clean… maybe because they have a $50 littering charge for even a cigarette butt… $100. for the second offense  
Fires permitted, but you have to take the ashes and burnt wood to garbage bins after out.    
 
The town is more of the same… condos built to rent… a little older than the stuff on the outer banks, but well kept up.  
More of a town with regular type shops besides the rubber tomahawks.   Heading off tomorrow for South Carolina.  
Tonight in the tent we are way too warm… go figure.  Just a note that they have a problem with raccoons here.  They 
want you to keep your food etc like we do for the bears… but as usual no provision for tenters without a car.  The 
warden had never heard of a “bear cash locker”           

  
Bikes on the beach by the fishing dock                                       Only Canadian Flag we have seen being flown 

   
Oh that isn’t too cold!                                                              Finally a beach day! 



 

    

     LIFE IS GOOD!   
   



DAY Ninety-Eight  Carolina Beach    to  Shallotte  NC  63.45 km 
Nov 15  Thursday  D63.45 km   M 29.3   A15.8    T4h    total  7773.5 km 

 
Wind   head wind all day 
Temp  10C in morning up to 20C and then started dropping drastically with a cold rain at noon 
Road Condition  busy traffic , but good road 
Food:  Breakfast  light fair  as we headed off to the ferry into the wind for 0745  
 Lunch  picnic lunch [my new favorite salad: tomato, avocado, cucumber with spritzer] 
 Supper  soup and sand in hotel 
Accommodation  Well a Comfort Inn in Shallotte… forcaste 30F tonight 

 
 

Overall  Started off into a head 
wind to the Fort Fisher Cape 
Fear River ferry.  We were 
lucky to make the ferry with 10 
minutes to spare… Ken hardly 
blocks the wind now!  The ride 
thru Southport to Supply was 
good.  Started to rain going into 
Shallotte.  We stopped at a 
Walmart to pick up some stuff , 
the temperature started dropping 
rapidly and we made the 
decision to hit a Comfort Inn.  
Now as I write the log the sun is 
out and it is a beautiful evening 
but expected to go to 30F 
overnight so we are glad to be 
snug inside.  We will have to 
add 14m [24km] to tomorrows 
day  shouldn’t be a problem as 
we had a 70km day planned for 
tomorrow anyways.  We used up 
one rest day yesterday so are 
still one day ahead of schedule.  
Hoping the weather takes a turn 
for the better! So for those 
following our progress we are 
headed to South Carolina 
tomorrow.

  Fishing boat speeding by the ferry 



  
Oil tanker on our route 

 Awoke in the night to note a million stars up  above: the big dipper just jumped out at me.  No rabid raccoons or 
snakes anywhere close by… they warned us to not feed or touch animals as could have rabbies.  Also poison oak and 
ivy in this State Park…. Not a place to bring your children.   
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